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Abstract: 

An Ample number of researhes were carried out on Mind machine interface (MMI) to anaylze its characteristics in a systematic 

manner. The important features which are used for interpretation of electroencephalogram (EEG) are sensitivity, higher frequency 

filter and time constant. The waves generated by the brain has great significance, mapping of these waves for authentication 

purposes proves very effective in  many ways. Fetching and mapping of signals depends on proper synchronization of hardware 

and software components. In order to perform such experiments we need main ly 3 channels for co llect ing the signals. The signals 

which are used for mapping the password are alpha and beta as they are the most prominent ones. A combination of these waves 

being mapped with a fixed threshold value so that fluctuation in the frequency of waves will not affect the word matching process. 

This method of authentication ensures robustness to the system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

There has been a plenty of studies on the Bra in computer 

interface.These studies are used for various medical purposes 

like, for analyzing physiological activit ies and for p roviding 

suitable treatment to the patient. In this paper we propose a 

novel idea of authentication using brain signals to avoid  the 

miscreants.  As we are familiar with the fact that brains signals 

have the potential
[5]

 of providing higher security when 

comapred to other methods. In the proposed systen the 

combination o f various waves generated by the stimuli is used 

for key ing the password. Here, we aim to map the un-

proccessed raw signal into a meaningfu l word in  the form of 

instantneous events which can be used for user authentication 

puposes. The proceesing of raw signals needs two alogirthms 

one for processing of signals and second one for the mapping 

of signals into word in the form of events at given instance In 

the pre-amplication stage a training algorithm has used for 

mapping the signals. These signals has been fetched by the 

EEG device and further proccessing has been done for the 

filteration of waves. This application has the potential to set a 

benchmark in the various fields where authentication and 

confidentiality is a serious issue of concern. 

 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

 

In the previous research
[1],

assosiation mining rules have been 

implemnted  on the various categories like,eliptical spikes, 

muscle activity,eye b link,alpha activity.This involves transient 

event detection,clustering of those events followed by subset 

selection and finally association rule min ing and classification 

of transient events. This methodology has achieved 87.83% of 

accuracy. The employment of association min ing helps to 

discover new areas for EEG analysis nad makes decision 

making more transparent.  

 

Some researches
[2],

presents an EEG based BCI music player 

which simulateanously analyse brain activit ies in  real time 

with 80% accuracy. This experiment aims to develope a 

relationship between EEG at prefrontal cortex(PFC) and 

emotion  in  the condition of different  prefrence levels of music 

by applying support vector machine.  

  

In some previous
[3]

 works,experiments has been done to 

identify inconsistency in human physiological signals based 

on mental states by measuring and analyzing b io-signals using 

BIOPAC,in this EEG,ECG and BP has taken as input. 

 

A detailed study
[4]

 of classifiact ion of motor imagery ECOG 

signals,evolves an algorithm which classify two classes of MI 

ECOG. In this a correlation technique is used,and in this 

calculations are done by using  quotation signals and any non-

refrence pointers.  

 

A cross-correlogram is also used in order to decrease the 

dimensions of corelational sequence. The features taken in 

consideration for this study are mean,median,mode and some 

benchmark deviation. 

 

III. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYS IS 

 

The experiment starts with the acquisition of raw signals in 

.txt format, using an EEG dev ice and a BCI IDE. For the 

preprocessing of signals FFT (fast fourier transform) 

algorithm
 [6]

 has been used. FFT is the vast version of DFT  

(discrete fourier transform), which produces a description of 

its time series data in terms of frequency components. 

Basically, it uses the same equation of DFT but to speed up 

the process FFT uses the cosine functions by dividing them 

into two even and odd components. These reduce the time 

complexity and make it much faster. 
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Figure.1. Raw data with no FFT 

 

 
Figure.2.FFT applied on raw data when the examinee is 

sitting idle  

 

 
Figure.3. Processed data with FFT when the examinee is in 

the trial of encoding the password 

 

Later on the smoothing of siganls are done by using a window 

function to reduce the noise. In this experiment a notch filter 

of 50Hz has been used along with mean value smoothening. 

For acquring signals three channel EEG dev ice has been taken 

in consideration but for mapping the signals we focus main ly 

on 3 chnannels. The data obtained by these three channels, one 

for alpha one for beta and one for reference, has mapped by 

fixing  a threshold value for each signals. Also, there  might a 

question about the change of signals during authentication 

trials. To overcome this problem a threshold value has been 

fixed. If the person’s mental state is stable then there is a very 

slight variation in the brain signals. The major variation has 

been observed in the case of eplipesy or any other mental 

disorder. On the first trial the password generated by the user 

has been encoded in the form of frequencies. Later on for the 

second trial i.e. authentication of system, we are checking the 

alpha peak at specific threshold value in a particular time 

instance. Also the beta value is obtained at that particu lar time 

instance will be mapped as an event along with tha alpha. 

Since mapped event will be matched with the pervious 

recorded one. Hence we perform the authentication using 

brain signals 

 

IV. CONCLUS ION 

 

This prototype BCI method for mapping signal into word in 

the form of event ensures very high authentication against 

severe cyber crimes as it is very d ifficu lt to hack the password 

feed in  this very  manner. Also a much optimized application 

can be designed by more research on this. This type of 

methods is very helpfu l as well as ensures  robustness and 

strengthens the whole system against all odds. 
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